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Abstract： Impacts of the total period number for the In0． 83 Al0． 17 As / In0． 52 Al0． 48 As digitally-graded metamorphic
buffer （ DGM B） on the performances of 2． 6 μm In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As photodiodes （ PDs） have been investigated． An increase of the total period number from 19 to 38 for the In0． 83 Al0． 17 As / In0． 52 Al0． 48 As DGM B w ith the same thickness
has show n improved crystal qualities for the In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As / In0． 83 Al0． 17 As photodiode layers grow n on such pseudosubstrates． An increased strain relaxation degree up to 99． 8% ，a reduced surface roughness，enhanced photoluminescence intensities as w ell as photo responsivities，and suppressed dark currents are observed simultaneously for
the In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As photodiode on the DGM B w ith a period number of 38． These results suggest that w ith more periods，DGM B can restrain the transmission of the threading dislocations more efficiently and reduce the residual defect density．
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数字递变异变赝衬底上 2． 6 μm In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As / InP 光电探测器的性能改进
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摘要： 研究了 In0． 83 Al0． 17 As / In0． 52 Al0． 48 As 数字递变异变缓冲层结构（ DGMB） 的总周期数对 2． 6 μm 延伸波长
In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As 光电二极管性能的影响． 实验表明，在保持总缓冲层厚度不变的情况下，通过将在 InP 衬底上生
长的 In0． 83 Al0． 17 As / In0． 52 Al0． 48 As DGMB 结构的总周期数从 19 增加到 38，其上所生长的 In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As / In0． 83
Al0． 17 As 光电二极管材料层的晶体质量得到了显著改善． 对于在总周期数为 38 的 DGMB 上外延的 In0． 83 Ga0． 17
As 光电二极管，观察到其应变弛豫度增加到 99． 8% ，表面粗糙度降低，光致发光强度和光响应度均增强，同时
暗电流水平被显著抑制． 这些结果表明，随着总周期数目的增加，DGMB 可以更有效地抑制穿透位错的传递并
降低残余缺陷密度．
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Introduction
As parts of the atmospheric windows，the 2 ～ 3 μm
short wave infrared （ SWIＲ） band has found significant
applications in remote sensing，spectral imaging，earth
observation，night vision，et al． ［1-3］． Workhorse detectors in the SWIＲ band are the HgCdTe pin，the InSb pin
and the wavelength-extended Indium-rich In x Ga1-x As / InP
（ x ＞ 0． 53） pin photodiodes． Considering the uniformity
issues for HgCdTe films and the difficulties in both
growth and processing for antimonies，the Indium-rich
In x Ga1-x As （ x ＞ 0． 53） photodetectors （ PDs） and focal
plane arrays （ FPAs） have now become increasingly important in this particular wavelength range for their excellent optical and electrical performances［4］． Different from
the communication applications that emphasize on the
high response speed for the PDs，the dark current performances are more important for the 2 ～ 3 μm PDs and
FPAs used for remote sensing applications． In general，
the diffusion current dominates the dark current at around
room temperature for the metamorphic In x Ga1-x As pin
PDs，whereas at lower temperatures，the generation-recombination （ G-Ｒ ） and the trap-assisted tunneling
（ TAT） currents are the dominant sources［3-6］． The high
threading dislocation densities （ TDDs） as well as the
concomitant high dark current levels have been the main
drawbacks for Indium-rich In x Ga1-x As PDs due to lacking
of a lattice-matched substrate［7］． The linearly graded
In x Al1-x As and InAs x P1-x buffer structures have been welldeveloped as pseudo-substrates for the wavelength-extended In x Ga1-x As PDs with cutoff wavelengths beyond 1．
7 μm［8，9］． However，owing to the threading nature of
the misfit dislocations the residual dislocation density remains high even after epitaxial of buffer layers up to several microns． Different buffer schemes such as the stepgraded［10，11］， the staircase graded［12］， the superlattice［13，14］ and the continuously graded buffers［15，16］，
have been proposed and demonstrated， showing decreased defect densities． Ｒecently a modified buffer
scheme namely the digitally-graded metamorphic buffer
（ DGMB） that contains multi-period In0． 83 Al0． 17 As / In0． 52
Al0． 48 As layers with thicknesses varied in a digital alloy
pattern was proposed on InP substrates，in which the
preferentially dislocation nucleation and the blocking of
TD transmission near the In0． 83 Al0． 17 As / In0． 52 Al0． 48 As interfaces were observed［17］． However， impacts of the
structural parameters for the DGMB pseudo-substrate，
such as the period number， the total thickness， the
growth temperatures and the growth rates，on the performances of the metamorphic In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As / InP PDs
have not been investigated． Given that the TDD of the
In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As light absorption layer is directly determined by the strain relaxation degree in the metamorphic
buffer region，investigation on the detector characteristics
with different DGMB parameters would help understand

the defect evolvement behavior in DGMB and achieve
better performances．
In this work，the impacts of period number of In0． 83
Al0． 17 As / In0． 52 Al0． 48 As DGMB on the performances of the
In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As / InP PDs are experimentally analyzed．
Compared with a reference In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As PD grown on a
DGMB pseudo-substrate with a period number of 19 （ referred to as PD-1 ） ，the surveyed performances for the
PD with the same thickness of the DGMB region but
doubled period number （ referred to as PD-2） are notably
improved． The material characterizations as well as device characteristics are discussed in detail．

1

Experimental details

Both PD wafers were grown in a gas source molecular beam epitaxy （ GSMBE ） system （ VG Semicon
V80H） on heavily doped n + InP （ 001） substrates． Device structures are identical for both PDs except for the
total period numbers for the DGMB region． The growth
started sequentially from a 0． 2-μm-thick InP，a 0． 1μm-thick In0． 52 Al0． 48 As，a 1． 9-μm-thick In y Al1 -yAs
DGMB region and a 0． 4-μm-thick In0． 83 Al0． 17 As layers，
which were all n doped to 1 × 10 18 cm － 3 with silicon． After that，a 1． 6-μm-thick n － doped （ silicon，3 × 10 16
cm － 3 ） In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As absorption layer was grown． Finally，a 0． 6-μm-thick p + In0． 83 Al0． 17 As cladding layer
heavily doped with beryllium to 5 × 10 18 cm － 3 was grown
to finish the whole structure［18］． The total thicknesses for
the DGMB regions were kept the same （ 1． 9 μm） while
the total period numbers were 19 （ PD-1） and 38 （ PD2） ，respectively． For PD-1，the thickness ratio between
In0． 52 Al0． 48 As and In0． 83 Al0． 17 As in each period were
gradually varied in opposite directions from 19： 1 to 1：
19． The corresponding thicknesses for the In0． 52 Al0． 48 As
and In0． 83 Al0． 17 As in each period were therefore varied
from 95 and 5 nm to 5 and 95 nm，respectively． Similarly，those of PD-2 were from 38： 1 to 1： 38，and the corresponding thicknesses were varied from 48． 7 and 1． 3
nm to 1． 3 and 48． 7 nm，respectively． After growth，
200-μm-diameter mesa PDs were fabricated． After Si3 N4
passivation［19］，metal deposition，liftoff and thermal annealing，the PDs were diced into chips for measurements． Fig． 1 illustrates the schematic structures for both
PDs 1 and 2．
The crystalline qualities and the surface properties
for both wafers were carried out by using X-ray diffraction
（ XＲD） and atomic force microscopy （ AFM） ． XＲD reciprocal space map （ ＲSM） measurements were characterized by using a Philips X’pert MＲD high resolution Xray diffractometer equipped with a four-crystal Ge （ 220）
monochromator． AFM measurements were characterized
by using a Veeco Nanoscope Ⅲ Atomic Force Microscope
System． The optical quality of the samples was further evaluated by photoluminescence （ PL） measurements． The
PL spectra were acquired by using a Thermo Scientific
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Nicolet iS50 Fourier transform infrared （ FTIＲ ） spectrometer adopting a home-made optical accessory． The
wafers were mounted onto a continuous-flow helium cryostat to control temperature， while a 532 nm diode
pumped solid state laser was used as the excitation
source． The spectral response of the PDs was carried out
by using the FTIＲ setup in the temperature range from
300 K to 77 K，where the output signals from the PDs
were fed into the preamplifier of the spectrometer． In the
measurement，the packaged chips with a diameter of 200
μm were installed in a liquid-nitrogen Dewar to control
the temperature． The temperature-dependent behaviors of
the dark currents were carried out by using a cryogenic
probe station connected to a HP4156A precise semiconductor analyzer．

Fig． 1 Schematic illustrations for the detector structures for the （ a） PD-1 and （ b） PD-2
图 1 （ a） PD-1 和（ b） PD-2 的探测器结构的示意
图

2

Ｒesults and discussion

Fig． 2（ a） and （ b） show the AFM images with 40
× 40 μm2 surface areas for the PD samples，respectively． Both samples exhibit a closely-packed oval structure
elongated along ［110］． Undulated ripples along ［110］
were clearly observed for both samples，which are attributed to the generation of periodic strain field during grading and the associated energetic favorable strain relaxation along ［110］［20］． The AFM measurements indicate
that the root-mean-square （ ＲMS） roughness for the PD-2
is 9． 1 nm，lower than that of 9． 7 nm for the PD-1． Such
slightly reduced ＲMS roughness suggests a better crystallinity for the metamorphic In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As layer on the 38
periods DGMB pseudo-substrate．
To determine the structural properties of the samples，the relaxation degrees and the residual strain of the
wafers were carried out by the XＲD ＲSM measurements
along both symmetric （ 004 ） and asymmetric （ 115 ）
planes as shown in Fig． 3． The vertical and horizontal
axes represent the reciprocal lattice in the ［001］（ q y ）
and ［110］（ q x ） directions． Apart from the InP substrate
peak （ denoted by S） ，two epitaxial peaks were identified
in all the mapping figures，denoted by L1 and L2，respectively． The two relatively strong epitaxial peaks are
corresponded to the relaxed In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As absorption layer （ L1 ） and the relaxed In0． 83 Al0． 17 As cap layer
（ L2） ［21］，respectively． In the （ 004） ＲSM for the sam-
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Fig． 2 AFM images of the surface morphologies for
samples （ a） PD-1 and （ b） PD-2． Size： 40 × 40 μm 2
图 2 样品 （ a） PD-1 和（ b） PD-2 的表面形貌的 AFM
2
图像． 尺寸： 40 × 40 μm

ple PD-2，the location of peak diffraction intensity for the
epitaxial layers is centered along the drawn vertical line
through the center of the substrate，indicate the PD-2 has
less tilting angle than that of the PD-1． For the asymmetric （ 115 ） reflections，the full relaxation and pseudomorphic lines regarding the substrate were drawn for reference． The corresponding strain relaxation parameters
were also extracted，as listed in Table 1． The degree of
strain relaxation for PD-2 is 99． 8% ，higher than that of
94． 8% for PD-1，again suggests that the epitaxial layers
relaxed more efficiently in the sample with more periods
in the DGMB．
Table 1
表1

Strain relaxation parameters extracted from the
XＲD measurements
从 XＲD 测量中提取的应变弛豫参数

Sample

Degree of relaxation
（ %）

Tilting Angle
（ °）

Parallel Mismatch
（ %）

PD-1

94． 8

0． 175 7

0． 884

PD-2

99． 8

0． 011 4

1． 911

Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy
（ XTEM） measurements were also conducted to further
investigate the generation and the evolvement of the TDs
along the growth directions for both PDs，as shown in
Fig． 4． Interfaces between In0． 52 Al0． 48 As / In0 ． 82Al0． 17 As
in the DGMB regions could be clearly observed for both
PDs． However，the TDDs in the upper In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As
light absorption layers could not be accurately determined
given that the relatively small field of view in the TEM
measurements． While the observed numbers of macroscopic dislocation defects from both Fig． 4（ a） and （ b）
were in the same order of magnitude，the dislocation nucleation behaviors in the DGMB regions for both PDs
were significantly different，as indicated by the white arrows in Fig． 4（ c） and （ d） for PD-1 and PD-2，respectively． The dislocations exhibited preferentially nucleation nature near the interfaces between In0． 52 Al0． 48 As /
In0． 82 Al0． 17 As and the number of such nucleation was notably higher for PD-2 with 38 periods than that for PD-1．
In addition，these dislocations were short and pinned between interfaces，which demonstrates that the effectiveness of the blocking effect of the TDs in the DGMB structure． Such increased number of dislocations in the DGMB region for PD-2 also suggested that the increased
number of periods in the DGMB region would lead to
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Fig． 3 Symmetric （ 004） and asymmetric （ 115） ＲSM s for
the samples of （ a） PD-1 and （ b） PD-2
图 3 样品 （ a） PD-1 和 （ b） PD-2 的对称 （ 004 ） 和非对称
（ 115） ＲSM

more effective strain relaxation and thus lower residual
strain and better material quality． These results were also
consistent with the measured lower strain relaxation degree for the 38-period wafer from the XＲD measurements，as listed in Table． 1．

Fig． 4 XTEM images of the detector structures for the （ a）
PD-1 and （ b） PD-2
图 4 （ a） PD-1 和（ b） PD-2 的探测器结构的 XTEM 图像

Optical properties of the PDs were carried out by using PL measurements at 100，200，and 300 K，as
shown in Fig． 5（ a） ． The excitation laser power is about
0． 3 W with a spot diameter of around 1． 5 mm． The
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peaks correspond to the In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As absorption layers
showed blueshifts with the decrease of temperature． With
increasing temperature，an increasing number of photogenerated carriers tend to relax via the non-radiative recombination channels such as the Auger and the defect
states-related trapping processes，leads to the attenuation
of the PL intensity． The PL intensities for the PD-2 are
higher than that for the PD-1 over the whole measured
temperature range suggests that the amount of non-radiative recombination centers in the In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As absorption layer of PD-2 was reduced compared to that of PD-1．
Such a reduction indicates the transmission of threading
dislocations is suppressed by the increased number of
In0． 83 Al0． 17 As / In0． 52 Al0． 48 As interfaces in PD-2 and thus
a lower residual dislocation density is realized for PD-2．
Fig． 5（ b） shows the Arrhenius plots of the integrated PL intensities for both samples． The data are well fitted by using an bi-exponential activation energy model
formulated by I（ T） = α［1 + C1 ） exp（ － E1 / k B T） + C2
exp（ － E2 / k B T） ］－ 1 ，where T is the temperature，I（ T）
is the integrated PL emission intensity，α，C1 and C2 are
fitting parameters，k B is Boltzmann’s constant，E1 and
E2 are the thermal activation energies in the higher （ T ＞
180 K） and the lower （ T ＜ 180 K） temperature ranges，
respectively［22，23］． The E1 in the higher temperature
range generally corresponds to the detrapping energy of
the carriers that are trapped by the defect levels． The E1
of PD-2 （ 99． 5 meV） is higher than that of PD-1 （ 43． 4
meV） in the higher temperature range，which could be
attributed to the lower residual strain and the lower defect
density in PD-2． Similarly，at lower temperatures，the
E2 of PD-2 （ 12． 3 meV） is also higher than that of PD-1
（ 5． 4 meV） ，which could be explained by the same origin．
Given that the smaller thermal activation energies mean that
thermally activated nonradiative recombination can easily
occur in the sample of PD-1，which is considered due to the
relatively high strain of In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As layers［24］．

Fig． 5 （ a） PL spectra for the PD-1 and PD-2 at 100，200
and 300 K． （ b） The Arrhenius plots of the integrated PL intensities for both PDs． The fitted E1 and E2 are indicated
200 和 300 K 的 PL 光谱．
图 5 （ a） PD-1 和 PD-2 在 100，
（ b） 两种 PD 的 PL 积分强度的 Arrhenius 图． 图中也标出
了 E1 和 E2

The lower residual defect density for the 38 period
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DGMB structure was further verified from the performances of PDs grown on such pseudo-substrates． The
spectra responsivities and the dark currents of the PDs
were measured for mesa-type devices with a diameter of
200 μm． Fig． 6 shows the temperature-dependent spectral responsivities for both PDs ranging from 77 to 300 K
acquired by using a FTIＲ setup［25］． The same peak and
50% cutoff wavelengths of 2． 23 and 2． 57 μm，respectively，at 300 K were observed for both PDs． The absolute spectral responsivity values were scaled using the responsivity at 2． 0 μm obtained from current-voltage （ IV） measurements using a 2． 0 μm semiconductor laser
with an accurately calibrated power． PD-2 has shown a
slightly higher responsivity of 1． 13 A / W at 2． 23 μm
than that for PD-1 （ 1． 07 A / W） at 300 K，indicating
that a lower residual defect density and an associated longer carrier lifetime are achieved for PD-2． Meanwhile the
50% cutoff wavelengths of both PDs blueshift to 2． 35 μm
at 77 K due to the increased band gap energy． To ensure
the reproducibility of data，the data were measured on
more than 5 devices and averaged for each sample．
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Fig． 7 Temperature-dependent dark I-V curves for
both PDs from 77 to 300 K
图 7 两种 PD 的变温暗电流 I-V 曲线，温度区间：
77-300 K

Fig． 6 The zero-bias temperature-dependent spectral
responsivities for both PDs w ith the same mesa diameter
of 200 μm
图 6 两种相同台面直径的 PD（ 200 μm） 在零偏压下
的变温光谱响应度

The temperature-dependent dark I-V curves for both
PDs ranging from 77 ～ 300 K were shown in Fig． 7． The
dark currents for PD-2 were almost the same as that for
PD-1 in a higher temperature range of T ＞ 225 K，whereas decrease more rapidly with decreasing the temperature． The 300 K dark currents at a reverse bias of -0． 1 V
for PD-1 and PD-2 are 2． 76 and 2． 02 μA，respectively．
As the temperature decreased to 77 K，the － 0． 1 V dark
current for PD-1 is 670 pA，while for PD-2 it decreases
sharply by more than an order of magnitude to 14． 6 pA．
The Arrhenius plots of the dark currents at -10 mV
for the two PDs are shown in Fig． 8． An activation energy E a can be fitted from I d ∝ exp（ － E a / k B T） ，where I d
represents the － 10 mV dark current． It is found that in
the high-temperature range of T ＞ 175 K，the extracted
E a is 0． 39 eV for PD-2，near to the band gap of the
In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As absorption layer，represents that the dark
current is dominant by the diffusion process above 175 K
for PD-2 ［26］． With decreasing the temperature， the
slope declined indicates that the TAT currents are playing
increasingly important roles for the total I d ． For PD-1，

Fig． 8 Arrhenius plots of the dark currents under － 10 mV
and the peak detectivity D *λp versus reciprocal temperatures for
both PD-1 （ black points） and PD-2 （ red points）
图 8 PD-1（ 黑点） 和 PD-2（ 红点） 在-10 mV 下的暗电流和
*
峰值探测率 D λp 与温度倒数的 Arrhenius 曲线

the diffusion current dominant temperature range was T ＞
225 K，indicates that the residual dislocation defect density is higher for PD-1． Below 200 K，the I d for both PDs
saturated which are related with the shallow defect states．
PD-2 revealed significantly improved dark currents of about two orders of magnitude lower at 77 K with respect
to PD-1，indicates that the defect-related TAT leakages
are significantly reduced．
To further evaluate the performances of the PDs，the
responsivity and noise measurements were measured using a calibrated blackbody at 900 K． The peak detectivity D *λp were also acquired and plotted in Fig． 8． The
temperature dependency of D *λp have exhibited similar
trends as compared with that of I d ． At 300 K，PD-1
showed slightly lower D *λp compared with PD-2，which
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were 7． 39 × 10 8 and 1． 17 × 10 9 cmHz1 /2 / W，respectively． As the temperature decreases， the D *λp for PD-2
climbed much faster than that for PD-1． The 77 K value
for PD-2 was 4． 42 × 10 12 cmHz1 /2 / W，more than an order of magnitude higher than that for PD-1 （ 2． 86 × 10 11
cmHz1 /2 / W） ． These results again demonstrate the better
material quality for PD-2 with more periods in the DGMB
region．

3

Conclusions

In conclusion，we have investigated the performances for two 2． 6 μm metamorphic In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As / InP
PDs with different periods of DGMB structure． The characteristics of both PDs were investigated and compared by
using AFM，XＲD，TEM，PL，the response spectra and
the dark current measurements． The PL intensities are
improved and the dark current decreased by about two orders of magnitude for an In0． 83 Ga0． 17 As PD grown on a 38
period In0． 83 Al0． 17 As / In0． 52 Al0． 48 As pseudo-substrate，in
comparison to a reference PD grown on a 19 period DGMB． With more periods，DGMB can restrain the transmission of threading dislocations more efficiently，leading
to a lower residual defect density． These results suggest
that by extensive optimization on the structural parameters for the DGMB pseudo-substrate，the residual defect
density of active layers can be further reduced and the
device performances can be significantly improved．
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